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Important information
The document is protected by copyrights. Giving the rights, especially those referring to the
translation, copying of content and images, electronic transfer, reproduction by
photo-mechanical or similar devices and storage on electronic devices (drive, USB, etc..),
remain reserved.
The document has the purpose of a manual for assembly of Savadeck composite covering
with the related subconstruction and accompanying connecting material.
In case of rupture, breakage, twisting, or other faults on Savadeck covering, Savadeck WPC
subconstruction and other connecting material, the complaints will not be processed or
taken into consideration if the assembly was not done in accordance with the manual.
The values given in Savadeck assembly manual refer to the assembly which is performed in
the temperature range of +5°C to +30°C. If the assembly is performed in the temperature
conditions that are different from these values, contact the manufacturer for more
instructions. When assembling Savadeck wpc covering, subconstruction, and other
connecting material, it is obligatory to use protective equipment in accordance with the
Occupational Health and Safety Act.

The quarantee on the delivered material applies only in
case of proper assembly of Savadeck products.
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List of accompanyinf
equipment and tools
BASIC MATERIAL:

ACCOMPANYING MATERIAL:

TOOLS:

Wpc floor covering
Wpc joist
Final strip
Clamp
Screw

Fittings
Construction putty
Polyurethane foam
Levellers
Adjustable pads

Ruler (level ruler with
vials)
Screwing tool
Drill
Loop blade
Blade with a ruler
Silicone gun
Manual tools
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Normative values
Classic&Premium
Deck covering
Wpc joist
Fittings
Clamp + screw
Levellers
Adjustable pads
L - profile

1m2
3.3m
7-8 pcs
23 to 25 pcs
8 to 9 pcs
8 to 9 pcs
if needed

The given values are normative and may vary +-10%
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1. Subconstruction
measuring and assembling
- Wpc joists are placed on the levellers whose distance is max. 400 mm
- The distance between two wpc joists is max. 400mm
- The distance between two longitudinally continued joists is min. 5 mm
- The distance of all the solid barriers (wall, pillar...) is min. 5 mm
- Wpc joists should be levelled so that they create a plane with the allowed tolerance of 1
mm per running metre.

The subconstruction is placed on the base where the
drainage. i.e. undisturbed water outflow is ensured.
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2. Deck covering assembly
- The distance between the frontal joints with neighbouring rows is min. 400 mm
- The distance between two floor covers on the frontal joint is min. 5 mm
- The distance of all the solid barriers (wall, pillar...) is min. 5 mm
-Deck covering should be paced so that it is levelled with the allowed tolerance of max. 1
mm per running metre
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3. WPC joists fixing
- It is necessary to fix the last and the first joist, and the wpc joists on which the frontal
joints are formed
- Wpc joist should be fixed max. 100 mm from the beginning and from the end
- Fixing is done with fittings (through the subconstruction), clutches at the angle of 90˚, or
with assembly putty.
- The subconstruction is fixed at the distance of max 400 mm
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4. Longitudinal adding of
deck floor covers
- The distance between two floor covers on the frontal joint is min. 5 mm
- The distance between two subconstructions when forming a frontal joint is 35 m
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5. Fixing deck floor covers to
the subconstruction
- The floor covers are fixed to the subconstruction with a clamp through which a screw goes
- The screw is directly screwed, without prior drilling
- Before screwing, adjust the screwing tool to the optimal power in order to avoid flaws.
- Before fixing, keep the clamp even to the floor cover
- The screw should be inserted at the angle of 90˚
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6. Joining vertical and
horizontal surfaces
- For joining vertical and horizontal surfaces, final profiles are used
- For stairs, it is necessary to place the subconstruction as in the given example
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7. Fixing the final profiles
- Final profiles are fixed using the combination of screwing and gluing
- Screws are placed at the distance of max 500 mm
- Assembly putty is applied in dots at every 100 mm
- In longitudinal adding, the strips are placed at the distance of 1 mm per running metre of a
strip
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8. Deck platform cutting
- If the deck platform is wider than 15 metres, a 20 mm expansion gap should be made
- If the deck platform is longer than 15 metres, a 20 mm expansion gap should be made
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9. Platform erection
For erecting deck platforms, adjustable pads are used with the erection range from 36 mm
to 1,083 mm
- The adjustable pads should be levelled so that they form a plain
- Place a wpc joist on the base so that the distance between two pads is max. 400 mm
- Place the bases so that the distance between parallel wps joists is max. 400 mm
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10. Soft base layer
preparation
- The concrete bases should be levelled so that they form a plain
- For fine levelling, rubber levellers can be used
- Place a wpc joist on the base so that the distance between two pads is max. 400 mm
- Place the bases so that the distance between parallel wps joists is max. 400 mm
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11. An example of assembling
and the orientation of deck
floor covering and
subconstruction
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